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The success of an energy-medical treatment, among other things, depends on 
the energy field in which the patient is located. Its effect can be increased as well as 
weakened, and in case of strong interference influences, it can be completely blocked. 
Knowledge of these energetic environmental influences is not only important, but also 
an interesting area of   cultural history.

The subtle-material energy (radiation) mentioned here, about which we know 
little, has various names, such as orgone, prana, shea, quantum potentials, etc. It 
has the recognized name "high penetrating emission". This radiation is detectable 
only indirectly, i.e. in its effect on water, quantum processes or biological systems. 
In this case, biolocation is of particular importance, i.e. a way to determine this 
effect on the human body

This report examines energy phenomena as separate components and as 
sums of interactions.

Only in rare cases is a special localized energy situation amenable to direct 
detection. She betrays herself with such signs: the appearance of special plants, 
abnormal growth of trees, unusual configurations of stones, or a change in the 
behavior of animals. Caves are often special places, in springs and lakes there are 
vortex phenomena according to Schauberger. From prehistoric times to the 
Baroque era, we find artificial landscape changes - stone deformations, not only in 
Europe. Stone sanctuaries and places of power have been used for a variety of 
purposes. The sanctuaries of the Roman warrior god Mithras were almost always 
located in places of maximum energetic power, for example, deep underground in 
the church of St. Clement in Rome.

In the same way, pyramids were built for special energy purposes, and the round 
towers of Ireland were built to improve the harvest. The border fortification (Limes) 
between the Roman state and Germany had the properties of weakening enemies, the 
Roman state roads gave "energy doping" to the soldiers walking along them. Of 
particular importance were the ancient places of pilgrimage, where there is always a 
strong radiation from the Earth. The inclusion of an energy source in a church building 
should be viewed as a concentration of these forces, requests and prayers of pilgrims - 
as coding energy with the help of information, thereby realizing the principle of 
universal healing. And, of course, magic.

The church attributed the strongest and most beautiful places of radiation in 
Europe to Saint Michael. For example, Mount St. Michael (Mont Saint-Michel) in 
France or many churches of St. Michael in Germany.

The culmination of European construction was the Gothic cathedrals of the 
Middle Ages, which were places of strong energy. Their phenomena are currently 
only partially known, such as the labyrinth at Chartres in France.

When cities were founded, the energy of the landscape was also used, for example
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medieval buildings of the Zeringen princes, such as Bern in Switzerland or Freiburg 
in Germany. Hitler's German Reich had hidden occult roots, the center of which 
("Black Sun") was at Wewelsburg in northern Germany.

Purely energetic phenomena have not been clarified at all without a direct 
relation to the landscape, such as the so-called vacuum domains, light phenomena 
or orbs, in which a rudimentary consciousness is even observed. The energetic 
accompanying phenomena of (real!) Circles on the field are hardly known either.

If we consider the energetic surrounding world on a very large universal 
scale, then we will find in it structures that we did not expect: energetic influences 
between the places of power through straight lines ("Ley-lines" - ley line; 
acupuncture point of the earth), small and large lattice grids, depending on local 
sidereal time, etc. The entire planet seems to be an object, the structure and 
function of which, as well as the existence of its population, depend on energy and 
information fields stretching across the continents and corresponding to the 
Cosmos. Ultimately, the Earth appears to be a type of organism, like the "crystal 
planet" Gaia.
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